In this paper, we review diminished reality (DR) studies that visually remove, hide, and see through real objects from the real world. We systematically analyze and classify publications and present a technology map as a reference for future research. We also discuss future directions, including multimodal diminished reality. We believe that this paper will be useful mainly for students who are interested in DR, beginning DR researchers, and teachers who introduce DR in their classes.
Introduction
Diminished reality (DR) is a set of methodologies for concealing, eliminating, and seeing through objects in a perceived environment in real time to diminish the reality. This technique is different from augmented reality (AR) and mixed reality (MR) [1] [2] [3] that superimpose virtual objects on the real world to enhance reality (Fig. 1) . In AR/MR, virtual objects are newly placed among real objects or real objects are extended with virtual objects. For example, a building is annotated with a virtual billboard or a building is extended with its virtual floors. In the former case, real and virtual objects individually exist in the environment. Therefore, in general, observers do not observe contextual seamlessness between real and virtual objects. In the latter case, however, no apparent gap between real and virtual objects is acceptable; otherwise, real-virtual borders will appear as visual inconsistency. In a similar manner to this, in DR-specific scenarios (e.g., removing real objects), observers assume that there is no apparent gap between the real and virtual scenes because the virtual scene is the reconstruction of real objects unobservable from the observers. That is, most of DR research faces to scenarios in which this consistency at *Correspondence: mori@hvrl.ics.keio.ac.jp 1 Keio University, Yokohama, Japan Full list of author information is available at the end of the article the real-virtual boundaries is considered important. As with AR/MR, such inconsistencies can be summarized as geometric, photometric, and temporal issues.
The word "diminish" means to "make or become less" or "cause to seem less impressive or valuable, " and the meaning recalled from the current DR, such as "removing, alternating, or seeing through" real objects, is not originally included. In the 1990s, DR was defined by Mann in the concept of mediated reality including AR, MR, and DR [4] . In the early DR literature, some examples were shown in which lowering the saturation of some areas to force an observer to face the other regions [4] , and virtual objects overwrote undesirable real objects to hide the real information [5] . In the 2000s, Zokai et al. proposed a method for removing industrial pipes visually [6] . In this work, they recovered a hidden background at the main view using photos observed at different views to cover the real pipes to remove them visually, and they represented this approach as a DR methodology. Since then, methods for visually removing objects have been considered one DR methodology. From the same point of view, in the 1990s, medical AR/MR attempted to visualize the inside of a patient's body from outside by superimposing computerized tomography (CT) or endoscopic images on AR/MR displays. These techniques can also be categorized as a DR methodology [7, 8] . In the 2010s, a real-time imageinpainting framework was proposed and considered a DR Fig. 1 Real, augmented, and diminished scenes. This figure shows differences between real (a), augmented reality (b), and diminished reality scenes (c). In augmented reality, real-virtual inconsistency mainly appears where real and virtual objects contact each other, i.e., geometric registration of virtual objects is one of the most important issues. From this point of view, in DR, real-virtual borders will appear all around the virtual regions since real regions surround the virtual ones methodology, although image inpainting had been considered a computationally expensive process to be run in real time because the method repetitively searches and composes image patches to fill in missing regions [9, 10] .
In this paper, the DR methodologies published during the 20-year period from Mann's publication in the 1990s to the present are reviewed. We especially focused on a comprehensive survey, organization, and analysis of "interactive" methods. However, as real-time performance depends on the machines used, the literature claiming to be DR methods are introduced even if they could not process the method in real time at the time of publication. This paper is a revised version of a paper published in Japanese in 2011 [11] . In this paper, we added discussions of new publications up to 2017 and improved the descriptions of the implementation framework and classification to more general descriptions. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first international DR survey paper.
Basic functions and usage
DR technology is used to implement diminish, seethrough, replace, and inpaint functions. Figure 2 shows example DR results from existing publications.
Diminish
Degrade visual functions for a certain purpose. For example, the color information of a visual field (i.e., the acquired image) is thinned out or distorted. This corresponds to acquiring, editing, and presenting the light rays jumping into the eyes via see-through head-mounted display (HMD) and reality mediator (i.e., a computer [4] ). This representation can be used to help and understand individuals with visual impairments [4] .
See-through:
Cover real objects with images of their occluded background to make the objects virtually invisible in our vision. This process is equivalent to replacing light rays from the real object with light rays from the background to reproduce the scene in which real objects do not exist in our visual field through HMDs. This process can be implemented in the same manner as the virtual object overlay in AR/MR (e.g., virtual objects of reconstructed backgrounds are overlaid in a perceived vision). This process is used to remove a person from Google Street View pictures to protect his or her privacy [12] , to remove a person in a video [13] , to remove a vehicle in front of the driver [14] , to remove a baseball catcher to visualize the view of the pitcher from a view behind the catcher [15] , and to generate a panoramic stroboscopic image [16, 17] .
Some literature discusses a way of representing occluding objects as semi-transparent in a mixture with alpha blending or the like. This visualization technique is called AR X-ray vision, see-through vision, or ghosted views. These literature discuss the reasonableness of the representations in terms of visibility and depth perception. Semi-transparent representation is useful for seeing through car interiors [18] and walls [19] .
Replace Overlap a real object with a virtual object so that the real object appears to be replaced by the virtual object. In other words, light rays from the real object are blocked by the superimposed virtual object in a view [5, 20] . To fully cover the real object, one has to prepare a virtual object with the same or larger size than the real one in the perspective. Alternatively, the virtual object overlay can be performed after the see-through process to replace the real object with a smaller virtual object. For example, a signboard with unnecessary information is hidden with a useful virtual signboard [5] . The removal and then replacement methodology will improve the quality of the AR/MR rebuilding and landscape simulation in which old buildings are completely replaced with new virtual ones.
Inpaint Generate plausible background images based on the surroundings. This technique can provide similar results to see-through but the background image is a synthesis of pixels or image patches in regions surrounding the object to be removed in user perspective. In other words, light rays from the real object are replaced with light rays generated based on surrounding light rays. Thus, there is no guarantee if the background is as it is. On the other hand, this technique can eliminate obstacles with no background (e.g., drawings on a wall and manholes on a street). Most of existing work assumes that the background is planar [9, 10, 21] because image inpainting is potentially a screen space image processing. The recent work can handle curved [22] or multiple surfaces [23] .
Implementation procedures and terminology
Most existing DR systems are video see-through (VST) systems. Therefore, this chapter describes implementation procedures for diminishing, seeing through, replacing, and inpainting methodologies of VST DR. Table 1 summarizes the relation between each procedure of typical DR and AR/MR methods.
Background observation Observe backgrounds to
acquire background information for see-through. Various types of images are used as follows: Internet photos [13] , X-ray images [8, 24] , image sets actively [25, 26] , streaming image sequences from surveillance cameras [27] , multi-view cameras [6, [28] [29] [30] , and RGB-D cameras [31, 32] . One could store a sufficient number of viewpoints when one carefully captures a scene during enough time [13, 25, 26] . However, one will suffer from the geometric or photometric differences between the real and virtual scenes in the DR results due to the intervals between the preliminary observation and the current DR experience. In the case of real-time observation that can handle dynamic backgrounds [6, 27, [29] [30] [31] [32] , because the number of installed cameras is physically limited, the number of viewpoints is sometimes insufficient. In addition, temporal inconsistency occurs when camera synchronization is not performed properly. In both observation methods, differences between the camera optics cause photometric inconsistency. These inconsistencies can be modified in the composition stage. 2. Scene tracking Estimate the camera pose of the current frame or objects of interest. Most DR methods require the camera pose or the relative pose of the camera to the scene as an input to recover the hidden background in the current view. Positioning sensors [33, 34] , visual simultaneous localization and mapping (vSLAM) methods [14, 23, 27, 35, 36, 43] , pre-calibration [6, 37] , and fidicial markers [31, 38] are available. 3. Region of interest detection Determine the region of interest (ROI) specifying a target object to be diminished in a view. The ROI is a mask image to be covered with a recovered hidden background image in the next procedure. The ROI is not necessarily the silhouette of the target object and can be a bounding box that convert the object roughly and sufficiently. However, minimizing the ROI will reduce unnecessary artifacts while such rigorous edges may make the hidden area conspicuous. Geometric models of the target objects to be removed [25] , simple 3D bounding boxes [6, 26] , and image recognition techniques [13, 39] are used to detect the ROI. Several methods place the target objects in a non-reconstruction area not to be appeared in the resulting image [30, 40] .
Hidden view generation
Recover a hidden background in the ROI based on background observation for see-through or generate plausible images for inpaint. In see-through, image-based methods are preferred for seamless real-virtual composition. Homography transformations of images [13, 19, 35, 36, 41, 42] , rendering texture 3D models [6, 31, 43] , rendering voxels [37] , and image-based rendering (IBR) [25, 26, 30, 44] are the major approaches. In inpaint, pixels or image patches are synthesized in the ROI to fill in the region with plausible pixels [9, 10, 21, 38] . 5. Composition Make the real-virtual boundary less noticeable by post-processing or overlaying other effects on the DR image. Poisson blending-based methods [13, 38] and pixel intensity estimation from surrounding pixels [26] are used for seamless real-virtual composition. Similarly, alpha blending at real-virtual boundaries is known to be effective [25, 26] . For the replacing process, AR overlay is accomplished [20] . For the see-through process, real-virtual images are blended with an alpha blending [45] , and the edges or the saliency map of the real foreground image are overlaid to improve visibility and depth perception [19, [46] [47] [48] .
Classification by procedures
We classify existing methods according to the five procedures described in the previous section. Table 2 shows the procedures and their representative methods.
Background observation
To diminish a real object from a perceived view, background information hidden from the viewer is necessary to exchange the object with the background information. A direct approach is to observe the background from a different viewpoint or beforehand, and therefore, the observation approaches vary depending on the situation. In this section, we introduce four approaches: pre-observation, active self-observation, real-time observation with additional cameras, and their combinations.
Pre-observation
In some situations, one can create background image datasets before the target objects to be diminished are placed in the environment. In this case, we can expect high-quality DR results because a sufficient number of viewpoint images are carefully captured. However, the geometric and photometric differences between the real and virtual regions must be handled in composition stage due to the time intervals between the pre-observation and the DR experience. Mori et al. restored hidden background images from multi-view perspective images preserved by the user in advance [26] . Cosco et al. removed a haptic device PHANToM on a desk using multi-view photos captured before the device was placed [25, 49] .
Takemura et al. proposed a method for restoring the line of sight of the other party wearing an HMD by removing the HMD in the perspective [50, 51] . In this case, the hidden background is the face hidden by the HMD, and therefore, they used pre-captured AR overlay [4, 20, 25, 49, 78] angle-dependent images. Li et al. deleted a person in a video sequence by superimposing an image from Internet photo collections selected based on GPS data [13] . They assumed that a sufficient number of photographs taken close to the current viewpoint exist on the web because the method is used at a sightseeing spot.
Active self-observation
When we have no proper background image dataset, we can still observe the backgrounds by moving the viewpoint or waiting for the objects to move so that the initially occluded backgrounds can be observed with a certain time difference but have an advantage that the background observer and the user have the same camera optics. However, the background in contact with the target objects may not be observed and therefore remain unknown. Flores et al. removed a person from Google Street View images taken with spatial-time differences using the camera attached to a vehicle [12] . Hasegawa and Saito removed a person from a panoramic image by stitching multiple images recorded during user panning [16, 17] . In this case, a hidden region in a frame is observable in the previous frames.
Real-time observation
Some methods surround the environment with additional cameras to observe occluded backgrounds in the main view. These approaches can acquire background information in real time and provide the current state of the hidden area in the main view. In this case, sharing coordinate systems and time stamps between the cameras is required for providing images.
Zokai et al. used two additional cameras as hidden background observers to erase pipes in a factory in the main view [6] . Kameda et al. [46] and Mei et al. [27] used multiple video cameras behind walls (e.g., surveillance cameras) to see through views occluded by the walls. Enomoto et al. assumed that multiple users with handheld cameras exist in the environment and they observe the backgrounds for the others [41] . In an AR X-ray system for see-through walls [33] , a camera-equipped remote control robot was used to observe the hidden background. Rameau et al. used a stereo camera attached to a front vehicle to see through a front vehicle [14] . These methods require all cameras to capture a common area to calculate the relation between the images.
Multi-view cameras are often used for acquiring 3D structure and surface colors of hidden backgrounds [29, 40] . However, multi-view based 3D reconstruction is time-consuming. Thus, Meerits and Saito used an RGB-D observer camera for fast 3D reconstruction of hidden backgrounds as 3D polygon mesh in real time [31] . Ienaga et al. reported an example implementation of a multiple RGB-D camera system to remove the viewer's body in an AR-based mirror system to improve the efficiency of teaching anatomy [32] .
Further, multi-view cameras are used for constructing light fields. Mori et al. constructed light fields with a realtime multi-camera system and removed a viewer's hand from the perspective to visualize the viewer's workspace occluded by his or her own hand [30] .
Combination
The observation methods described so far can be used together. For example, we can implement a method that removes an object on a plane with an observation-type method and fills the remaining regions with an inpaint method. We can use the current images fetched from a real-time observation-type method to map them on the scene geometry estimated using a pre-observation-type method. This approach will reduce the geometric and photometric inconsistencies.
Barnum et al. [19] took a similar approach. In their method, an acquired background image is divided into two planes related to a moving object and a non-moving object behind the moving object. Then, they replaced the background image with the pre-observed image. It should be noted as well that they used a relay camera for the main and background observer cameras to create a common region between the two, and therefore, these two cameras can be placed far from each other [19] . Sugimoto et al. switched multi-view RGB-D cameras to cover a wide range of the real-time background observation, and still, unobservable areas are compensated from the past frames [45] . Mei et al. used a 3D map constructed using vSLAM beforehand to localize the current camera and overlaid a real-time video of a surveillance camera in the current view [27] .
Scene tracking
DR methods require calibration of the main camera and the background observer cameras. In addition, one can superimpose virtual objects interactively by estimating the camera pose of the main camera, as in AR/MR.
Fixed viewpoint
Assuming fixed cameras, one can perform calibration to calculate the relative positions and orientations of the cameras in advance (e.g., Zokai et al. [6] and Bayart et al. [52] ).
Constrained viewpoint
Allowing some degrees of freedom in camera motion requires tracking the target objects to be diminished or estimating the camera motion (e.g., panning motion [16, 17] ).
Free viewpoint
Almost all of the existing DR methods allow six degrees of freedom (6DoF) motion for the main camera using positioning sensors [33, 34] , fiducial markers [22, 25, 41, 49] , model-based tracking [13, 26] , vSLAM [14, 23, 27, 35, 44, 53] , etc. Cosco et al. used ARToolKit and ARToolKitPlus markers to track the main camera at pre-observation and run-time for indoor desktop a DR scenario [25, 49] . Enomoto et al. used fiducial markers, ARTag [54] , for registering all cameras in a unified coordinate system, and therefore, each camera can move in 6DoF while the marker is visible in the view [41] . Herling and Broll used an object tracker that continuously detects and tracks the ROI to fill in the ROI with pixels using inpaint [9, 10] . If the target object to be diminished is a marker [21, 22, 38] or a marker-attached object [31] , then the fiducial markers are used to estimate the camera pose.
For achieving DR in an arbitrary scene, vision-based tracking methods are considered more feasible than artificial markers that should be diminished in the user's perspective too. Mori et al. calculated a camera pose by solving a perspective-n-point problem using 3D-2D correspondences of the features between the current image and the image-based rendering image of a scene [26] . Li et al. used the previous and current homography estimation to smooth the temporal error and thus reduced the jitter [13] . vSLAM systems such as PTAM [55] and KinectFusion [56] are a typical option for estimating the camera poses in an arbitrary environment [35, 36, 43] . For example, Kawai et al. used vSLAM, PTAM, to achieve inpaint under 6DoF camera motion in 3D scenes [23] . Mei et al. used an old vSLAM map to estimate camera motion at run-time in see-through. Rameau et al. proposed a method to match front car local 3D map against the rear image to synthesize the front car image at the rear car perspective [14] . As the 3D local map is updated in real time, the driver can see through roads without the front car in real time.
Detection of the region of interest
The regions of the target objects to be diminished are determined to fill in the regions with the estimated background image for see-through or plausible image generated using inpaint in the perspective. The occlusions of the target and the other objects must be managed in this step. The removal target area is traced as close to the silhouette of the target object as possible on the screen. Because this removal target area varies due to the viewpoint changes of the main camera and movement or deformation of the removal target object, it is necessary to detect, recognize, and track the area frame by frame. Limiting the ROI can avoid affecting the main camera image with the incomplete reconstruction results, including unnecessary artifacts or can reduce the processing cost. Discontinuities are often observed at the boundaries between the ROI and its surroundings.
Overlay without detection
The method proposed by Enomoto et al. does not estimate a specific ROI for removing target objects because the entire images of the other cameras are projected to the perspective [41] . Although this approach can reduce computational cost of the ROI detection, unnecessary artifacts appear potentially around the target objects.
Manual detection
There are cases where explicit or automatic ROI detection is not required. For example, in the case of [6] , the cameras and the target objects are fixed in the environment and the ROI can be set manually. It is not a problem to estimate target areas that are narrower than the actual object area to see part of the wall [33, 34, 48] . Jarusirisawad and Saito ignored their target objects from a projective grid space (PGS) for their plane sweep algorithm-based 3D reconstruction [29, 40] . They proposed another method for removing a person described by voxels, and they determined the ROI by manually segmenting and labeling the target voxels in a video sequence [37] .
(Semi-)Auto detection
When the geometric shapes of the target object are known, the corresponding ROI can be determined by projecting the geometric model on the perspective. Such geometric model data is obtained with manual modeling (e.g., computer-aided design (CAD) data [46, 47] ) or automatic structure-from-motion (SfM) modeling software. In the case of a visuo-haptic AR [25, 49] , an articulated haptic device, PHANToM, is surrounded by several 3D bounding boxes, and each box position is calculated based on joint angles from the device. In most cases, slightly larger bounding boxes are preferred to sufficiently surround the target objects in the view [25, 26, 31, 49] . Rameau et al. pointed out that vision-based tracking system is still computationally expensive and not robust enough in some cases. Thus, they proposed to use a cuboid to surround a front car of interest assuming that the car pose is estimated at every frame [14] .
Lepetit et al. used a semi-automatic segmentation technique [57] . They manually segmented the ROI only in key frames, and the ROIs in the other frames were automatically estimated using a vision technique [39] . Li et al. [13] tracked a person in subsequent frames using comprehensive tracking [58] by which the rectangular region specified at the initial frame was continuously tracked.
Yokoi et al. [59] eliminated a lecturer in a lecture video by segmenting the target region using frame-frame differences and the graph cut method [60] . When a target object is a plane marker, the ROI can be automatically determined from the marker information [21, 22, 38] . Hasegawa and Saito used HOG-SVM [61] and Kalman filter [62] to automatically determine an area of a moving person to be eliminated [16, 17] .
In inpaint methods, an object of interest is tracked frame-by-frame [9, 10, 23] . Herling and Broll first used classic Snake algorithm [63] to track contours of an object of interest [9] and improved their ROI detection and tracking algorithms for video usages [10] . Their method [10] detects contours of an object of interest based on manually guided footprints in a screen space and tracks them based on homography. In a method proposed by Kawai et al., the user first draws ROI manually in a screen and the ROI determined using 3D scene points fetched from vSLAM [55] is continuously tracked [23] . Kawai et al. present an optional manual ROI cropping procedure because the tracked ROI might include unnecessary part of the scene at the different viewpoint from the initial one.
Hidden view generation
The synthesized background image must follow the camera motion (i.e., backgrounds must be recovered in 3D). When the backgrounds exist far from the main camera, viewpoint changes do not drastically change the background appearance. In this case, we may approximate this background to a plane or camera motions to rotation-only movement.
Homography
Barnum et al. used two types of homography for handling erratic transformations caused by planar approximation of the objects [19] . Li et al. also used homography to transform images fetched from the web and selected the closest image from the shooting locations [13] . Some tablet-based approaches use homography to transform a rear camera image on a tablet to the user's perspective [35, 36, 42] (see the "5.1.3" section for further details).
3D reconstruction
Some methods explicitly extract 3D geometry or depth map of the backgrounds to handle 3D objects in the environment. Zokai et al. used a stereovision technique and approximated the background as a set of multiple planes [6] . Rameau et al. also used a stereovision technique to generate a dense depth map to warp a color image to the main viewpoint [14] . Some methods used multiple cameras to reconstruct backgrounds in PGS using the plane sweep algorithm [29, 40] . Meerits and Saito proposed a graphics processing unit (GPU) processing framework for real-time polygon meshing from depth frames obtained with an RGB-D camera [31] . Baričević et al. reconstructed the 3D scene geometry for transforming rear camera image of a tablet to the user's perspective [43] , although the other tablet-based approaches approximate this transformation as homography [35, 36, 42] .
Image-based rendering
AR/MR methods superimpose arbitrary computer graphics into a real scene while see-through DR methods overlay a synthetic image recovered from observations of a real scene. Therefore, image-based approaches are considered effective. Cosco et al. performed view-dependent texture mapping (VDTM) [64] , and for this, they manually built polygon mesh of the environment and a set of pairs of a pre-captured image and its location measured using AR markers in the environment [25, 49] . A pre-observation approach proposed by Mori et al. performed unstructured lumigraph rendering [65] using the structures and images acquired with SfM [26] . There is an example of removing objects using light fields from precalibrated multi-view streaming [30] . Synthetic aperture photography (SAP) makes captured foregrounds virtually deblurred and invisible by simulating a large aperture camera using regularly arranged cameras [66, 67] .
Inpainting
When hidden areas cannot be observed at all, we have no choice except to compensate the background from the surrounding pixels without any background observations. Such methods are referred to as image inpainting, image completion, or video inpainting. Korkalo deleted an AR marker using an inpainting method [68] , and this was a pioneering work in this DR area [21] .
In general, image-inpainting processing is difficult to achieve in real time, and various attempts have been made (e.g., PatchMatch [69] ). Based on the idea of PatchMatch's image patch search method, Herling and Broll implemented a real-time inpainting process that fills in the ROI on a plane with image patches of the surroundings [9] . They proposed a real-time image-inpainting algorithm based on appearance and spatial cost functions, heuristic optimization of the cost functions, and multiresolution optimization [10] . Kawai et al. proposed a method for simultaneously executing processes related to inpainting and the others using multi-threading [23] . Because image inpainting is an algorithm implemented in the image space, applying the algorithm to a 3D scene is difficult. Kawai et al. proposed a method for segmenting scenes into multiple planes using a point cloud reconstructed with a vSLAM and executed image inpainting on each plane [23] . They also extended an imageinpainting algorithm to inpaint a marker on a deformed surface [22] .
Composition
Inaccurate background recovery results in clear boundaries between the ROI and the other region so that such apparent gaps are absorbed in this step. Applying the AR processes that present illumination and post processes for seamless overlay of virtual objects will improve DR results. On the other hand, many see-through DR literature tends to investigate more computationally efficient approaches focusing on compensating real-virtual boundary in screen space (i.e., 2D space) which appears all boundary on ROI. Thereafter, semi-transparent representation is performed to improve user depth perception. In addition, AR/MR objects are overlaid to perform replace if necessary.
Seamless blending
To disambiguate the gaps in the regions around the target objects, alpha blending provides a computationally cheap and sufficient solution [25, 26, 49] . Poisson blending-based techniques are computationally expensive but provide a reasonable solution [13, 31, 38] . Li et al. used a mean-value coordinate [70] that limits the ROI to a rectangle to speed up the blending process.
Semi-transparent representation
Some existing work does not remove target objects but renders them semi-transparent to the present foreground and the background at the same time. These techniques are called see-through vision [46, 47] , AR X-ray [33, 34, 48, [71] [72] [73] , and ghosted views [74] . These representation methods will be useful for avoiding the danger of a collision with the diminished objects.
Although these names are different, most of these studies mainly focus on improving and analyzing the depth perception for better spatial understanding. Sugimoto et al. used a simple alpha-blending approach to show their occluding robot arm semi-transparent [45] . Tsuda et al. analyzed various methods for see-through representations, such as wireframes, bird's eye view, and the combinations in a see-through vision framework. They evaluated whether the observer can intuitively grasp the space and reported the best combination [47] . Avery et al. pointed out with a simple transparent representation that information on the wall is lost and that this representation causes problems in the depth perception [34] . Therefore, they proposed a method to show the foreground edges and the background image at the same time to improve the depth perception. Otsuki et al. presented a random dot-based see-through vision, Stereoscopic Pseudo-Transparency, and considered the random dot patterns [75] . Buchmann et al. performed a visibility evaluation of effects for transparency changes on worker's hands at the perspective during block-stacking tasks [76] . Fukiage et al. proposed a framework for optimizing the transparency of each pixel in a superimposed virtual object [77] .
AR overlay
For the replace process, the virtual objects are overlaid on a diminished image. There are example reports of covering up a signboard with a virtual one [4] and of overwriting a real object with a larger virtual object [20] . Cosco et al. overlaid virtual tools [25] , replaced the user's hand [49] in their visuo-haptic system, and examined effectiveness of their system in terms of user's task performance [49] .
In addition, there is a report of a demonstration system for removing furniture with an image-inpainting method and then replacing it with the prepared virtual furniture [78] .
Classification by devices
We discuss displays and imaging devices in DR. Figure 3 shows example photos of see-through-based, projectionbased, and tablet-based DR systems. 
Display device
Most of the display devices used in DR are the see-through based while several publications showed projection-based and tablet-based systems.
See-through based
All of the DR systems introduced so far are VST-type systems. Optical see-through (OST) systems in DR have been lagging the technical difficulties of "shutting off light rays from the real object" that is the preconditioning procedure of DR. In other words, we also expect the emergence of a reasonable solution for occlusion problems of OST display in AR/MR [79] .
Projection based
In VST DR, a background image is digitally superimposed on an observer's image to hide target objects, whereas in projection-based DR, the target objects are hidden by literally projecting the hidden background image with the projector to physically diminish the objects.
Seo et al. implemented a projector system to remove textures on a Lambertian plane considering geometric and photometric matching of projector lights and the surface [80] . Bonanni et al. proposed a kitchen system using AR technology, and as one of the functions, they implemented a mechanism to show the inside of a refrigerator by projecting the image on the door [81] . Iwai et al. proposed Limpid Desk, a system for locating documents of interest from ones stacked and scattered on a desk. When a user touches a certain document in the document group, the documents become transparent to show the target document. They examined interactivity and transparent representations to help users recognize easily the overlap of the documents [82] . Inami et al. proposed a transparent haptic device [83] and suits (optical camouflage suits) [84] using a projector camera (pro-cam), and Yoshida et al. proposed a pro-cam-based transparent cockpit to see through a car body from its inside [18] .
Tablet based
In MR/AR/DR with tablets as display devices, the tablets themselves are also objects to be diminished with a DR technique, because the camera image displayed on the tablet is not geometrically consistent with the real scene from the user's perspective [3] . In order to decrease the inconsistency, facing planes [42] , arbitrary plane [35, 36] , non-planar [43, 44] , and simplified versions [85, 86] of these methods have been developed. It has also been shown that users prefer this display method [87] and the efficiency of the search operation is improved in some cases [88, 89] .
Image sensor
Most DR systems use color cameras only. We introduce DR methods that use special sensors, such as RGB-D (color camera and rangefinder), and medical instruments, such as endoscopy, ultrasound, and X-ray.
RGB-D camera
RGB-D cameras are also used for reconstructing the background in some work [31, 45] . RGB-D cameras help extract scene geometry explicitly. What is important in such systems are the real-time issues of 3D scene reconstruction from RGB-D images, frame-by-frame data transfer of large amounts of geometric information, and perspective transformation of geometric data.
Medical appliance
In the medical field, researchers have used images captured with an endoscope (laparoscope). Fuchs et al. installed a projector that emits structured lights on a body, and they observed the lights with a color camera attached to an endoscope to acquire the 3D surface of the cavity inside the body. The reconstructed image was presented on the body surface [90] . Mourgues et al. proposed a method for reconstructing a 3D cavity inside the body using a stereoendoscope to visually remove the medical device [28] . Similarly, in the medical field, there are many examples of the use of special image sensors. A see-through method of superimposing an ultrasound image on a patient's body [7, [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] and a similar method using X-ray images [8, 24] have been proposed and tested.
Evaluation method
It is necessary to evaluate the benefits and disadvantages of various DR methods. In this section, we introduce quantitative and qualitative evaluations in DR.
Quantitative evaluation
If we consider a DR method for generating background images within an ROI according to the current viewpoint, we can evaluate the method separately for each function, such as camera tracking, detecting or recognizing objects, and generating arbitrary viewpoint images. However, to assess whether a resulting image is correct or not, we need the ground truth in DR. For example, the ground truth of the see-through process is the pair of an image sequence of an object to be removed and one without the object in the same spatial-temporal conditions. Focusing on a static background and a static target object, we can acquire such a set of image sequences with a robot arm under a fixed illumination condition [98] . However, assuming dynamic backgrounds or target objects, it is impossible to acquire such ground truth without guarantees of the repeatability of the backgrounds and targets. Therefore, in such a case, using computer graphics or image sequences of real scenes composited with computer-generated obstacles is one solution.
Qualitative evaluation
However, one may consider when the correct answer of the DR processing result cannot necessarily be defined or it is not necessary to be a correct answer. For example, in a case of deleting a manhole on a road, the required quality depends on the purpose of the DR process. It is unclear to us whether the pipe system under the manhole should be visualized or asphalt without manholes should be reproduced. Therefore, in such the case, it is necessary to perform a user study to evaluate whether or not the implemented DR method was able to output a visually convincing result. These evaluation methods are often used in literature related to seethrough processing [33, 34, [46] [47] [48] [71] [72] [73] [74] , and they are helpful.
The image quality assessment (IQA) method is used in the area of image inpainting that cannot have ground truth images. For example, the method for measuring the gaze amount before and after image processing [99] and the method that uses a saliency map [100, 101] are well-known. Under the same purpose, a method that uses image features has also been proposed [102] .
Future directions
In this section, we discuss issues that are not limited to vision matters that have not been achieved in the previous DR studies.
Multi-view calibration
Most DR methods that use multiple viewpoints are premises that cameras are fixed in space. The use of fiducial markers is one solution to this problem although the markers themselves should also be targets to be removed in DR. Allowing cameras to move freely in the 3D space makes a more flexible DR system; we need to tackle challenges known to be difficult in computer graphics and computer vision areas (e.g., artifacts accompanying viewpoint changes in IBR, real-time synchronization, and online multiple camera calibrations).
Head-mounted displays and binocular stereo
HMDs are actively used in AR/MR, while in DR there are a few use cases only in entertainment systems [103] . OST DR is virtually an unexplored area. Therefore, binocular stereo in DR is one of the unexplored areas although we have an example [104] .
Multimodal DR
In this paper, we focused on extracting basic elements in existing research and classification of the literature only on visual DR which is common in existing DR research. Vision occupies the majority of human senses, but we should discuss similar issues in DR to various modalities that are important in AR/MR [3] .
We can filter specific sounds in a frequency domain and therefore will be able to remove a sound from the original sound if digitally recorded sounds are available (cf., noise canceling technique). However, sound waves are felt not only from the ear but also throughout the body as bone conduction and vibration. Therefore, eliminating sound waves is difficult. Likewise, erasing sounds from a specific location is difficult because the sound image localization performance in a 3D space is lower than that of vision. We found a study in which sounds pass through walls after a see-through vision process [105] .
In addition, Sawabe et al. proposed a method for diminishing human movement sensing using vection and evaluated its effect [106] . Although augmentation on haptic sensation and taste has been studied, there are no related examples in DR.
Conclusion
In this paper, we surveyed diminished reality techniques to visually remove, hide, and see through real objects from the real world. We systematically classified and analyzed publications and presented a technology map as a reference for future research. We also discussed future directions, including multimodal diminished reality. We hope that this paper will be useful mainly for students who are interested in DR, beginning DR researchers, and teachers who introduce DR in their classes.
